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Background:

All schools in Tamilnadu closed on March 16th 2020 and are yet to open. Asha was supporting about 100 schools 
spread across Tamilnadu at the time when the schools closed. As we realized the damage being done to the learning of
the children due to the school closures, we started mini-schools at villages where we had a presence. Our teachers 
started the mini-schools in their houses, in public buildings, in open areas, or as the year progressed, even inside 
regular schools. We could arrest the slide in the education of these children who were coming to our mini-schools. 

While the damage to the children’s education is terrible, equally bad are some of the other consequences. In the 
villages we were working with we could see that child-labour was once again coming back. Children who weren’t 
going to schools started going to neighbouring stores or the local mechanic shop during the day. We also started 
seeing child marriages coming back in some villages.

Malnourishment is always a problem in India. Children do not get adequate nutrition and their growth is often 
stunted. In some of the poorest villages that we work with it is common to see that most of the children would have 
come to school without having eaten anything in the morning. They will be unable to focus on what is being taught as
it gets closer to lunch hour. The midday meal from the school used to be the main meal of the day. School closures 
affected this as well.

Note that the rations provided have been enhanced during the pandemic. Also dry rations had been sanctioned for the 
children in lieu of the cooked midday meals. I have heard that the administration has for most part been sensitive and 
even people who didn’t even have a ration card were given the quota of free rice etc. But in normal times, this free 
allocation from the government would have been supplemented by some additional purchase by themselves. The 
economic impact of the lockdowns was that this was also reduced. We were beginning to see that the condition of the 
children’s nutrition was becoming even worse because of the lockdown.

In January 2021, we decided to start a nutrition program in 7 of our schools – 2 in Thoothukudi and 5 in Thiruvallur. 
In Thoothukudi we started this at the schools in Puthupatti (at out teacher’s home) and at Athikinaru (in the Panchayat
Union school there). Our coordinator decided to really focus on the nutrition and prepared the flour of several millets.
These were given to local cooks who made different items with that – nava dhaniya urundai (balls), kambu koozh 
(porridge), chola koozh, sweet kezhviragu koozh etc. These were prepared and delivered hot to the school. The 
children got them fresh.

   



   

At Thiruvallur, the schools were taking place in more informal places where this would have been difficult to 
implement. We instead purchased readymade things from a local shop and gave to the children. These included Ragi 
biscuits, other biscuits, Sundal (steamed lentils), juice, banana, etc. It also needs to be mentioned that in a couple of 
these places, the store owner also chipped in to provide something extra. On the day I went to the mini-school at Old 
Thirupatchur, each child received a Nendrapazham or Chevvazhai (premium varieties of banana which will 
themselves cost over Rs 10) in addition to the biscuits etc. for Rs 10.

   

   

In Thoothukudi and in Thiruvallur, the parents were very happy that their children were getting nutritious food. The 
attendance of the children reflected the importance of this move. The cost of this was capped at Rs 10 per child per 
day.

As the school closures are still continuing, we are hoping to revive this nutrition program for another 4 months till the
schools reopen again. We are hoping to expand the program to cover ??? children in 11 school (Thiruvallur – 6 and 
Thoothukudi – 5).

Schools/Villages to be covered

Asha prefers to work with villages on a long term basis. All the villages identified here are places that we have a long 
history with. We have typically need working with the schools in the village and also run mini-schools in the area. 
This gives us the ability to identify the children who really need this support and also for the relations with the 
vendors and the village leaders to execute such a project.



.

Here is some background on these villages.

Thozhudhavakkam, Thiruvallur Dist (from 2004) – 50 students

This is a hamlet in the Kaivandhur Panchayat. This hamlet is located in the water catchment area of the Poondi 
reservoir and is frequently flooded. Even the moderate rains of 2020 flooded many of the houses! The people who 
live here are mostly Irulars (most common tribal group in North Tamilnadu). The children from this hamlet go to the 
government school in Kuppammal Chathiram a school we have been supporting from 2004. Our Project Sangamam 
office is also in the neighbouring Ambedkar Nagar hamlet of the same Panchayat. This was the first place to start our 
mini-school last year. Thozhudhavakkam children walked 1 Km to our mini-school in our office. We later in Jan 
2020, started a mini-school right in Thozhudhavakkam itself. Here are a couple of photos from the village. We have 
been providing nutrition to the children from Feb 2020. 

Old Thirupatchur, Thiruvallur Dist (from 2015) – 60 students

We have been supporting the school with a computer teacher since 2015. We started providing a regular teacher for 
the school in 2018-19. A group of adi-dravidars come from a hamlet about 1.5 Kms to the school. They had a building
for self-help groups which the people of the village asked Asha to run a mini-school from. We have been running a 
mini-school there from Jan 2021. The children from this area are the ones  whose attendance is very poor even at 
school and we have been noticing that they ofter come without any breakfast. We have been providing nutrition to the
children from Feb 2020. 

Ariyapakkam – Thiuvallur Dist (from 2018) – 40 students

The school is right on the highway that goes past the Kannigaiper and Thervoy Kandigai SIPCOTs to Uthukottai. The 
Periyapalam Amman Kovil is just a couple of Kilometers away. Next to the temple, in the banks of the 
Kosasthalayam river (and often right in the river bed), a group of Narikoravas live in what looks like just temporary 
tents. But this is indeed their permanent home and the children from here come to the govt school at Ariyapakkam. 
Here again the children and their families are very poor. We have been running the mini-school at Ariyapakkam since 
June 2020 at the teacher’s home. However we reached out this Narikorava families and started another mini-school 
batch to also cater to them in Jan 2021 at the school itself (next door to the teacher’s home). The children coming 
from the hamlets next to the school itself are alright. Our nutrition program caters to the Narikorava children coming 
from Periyapalayam. We have been providing nutrition to the children just for a month in April 2020. 

Annanagar – Thiuvallur Dist (from 2017) – 60 students

Even among the poor villages that we work with, this is probably the poorest. A couple of 100 families of Irulars live 
here in the banks of Kosasthalayar. It is part of the Thirukandalam Panchayat but it some 1.5 Kms from 
Thirukandalam with just a mud road leading to their hamlet. Asha has constructed a library in the school premises 
which we have access to operate. We have a librarian who was operating the library for the children since July 2020. 
Then from Nov 2020 we have been running a mini-school here. There is huge absenteeism among children and this is
where we first started noticing how the children start getting very restless around lunch time as they have mostly not 
had lunch. Through our appeal to Hyundai Glovis, they engaged Sevalaya to do some improvements to the village 
and also run a program to provide breakfast to the children. During the pandemic all this stopped. We have been 
providing nutrition to the primary school age children from Feb 2020. 



Palavakkam – JJ Nagar – Thiuvallur Dist (from 2018) – 60 students

There is a primary school at Palavakkam that Asha has been supporting with a computer teacher. One of the hamlets 
from which children come to the school is JJ Nagar. This a a very poor hamlet and the population of this hamlet is 
almost entirely Irulars. We got a local self-help group building allocated to us for running our mini-school. However 
in late March, we were asked to stop our mini-school as the building was going to be used as an election booth. We 
should once again be able to get that building to run the nutrition program now that the elections are over.

Ramapuram – Thiruvallur Dist – 30 students

We are not supporting any schools in this area. Our teacher comes from a nearby hamlet. Ramapuram is a very poor 
Adidravidar hamlet. We started running a mini-school here in a partial constructed temple. The children in this school 
come mostly from thatched huts and we could also see problems of under-nourishment here. We haven’t yet started 
the nutrition program in this village but thing it will be of great benefit to the children in this area.

Athikinaru – Thoothukudi Dist (from 2019) – 45 students

There is a middle school in this village. Asha has been supporting them with a computer teacher, renovation to their 
toilet etc. since 2019. The school HM worked with the villagers to allow us the use of a community wedding hall for 
our mini-school. While we didn’t have a teacher in the village, one of our teachers has been travelling to the place 
from near Kovilpatti since Nov 2020. The children who come to our mini-schools are mostly Koravas and other 
schedule caste people.

Puthupatti – Thoothukudi Dist – 25 students

While we support a school nearby at Chidambarampatti, we do not support the govt school at Pudhupatti. We started a
mini-school in that village as one of our teachers come from that village. She has been running the mini-school at her 
own one room house from June 2020. We noticed that the village was very poor when we visited the place. We have 
been running the nutrition program here since Feb 2020. While it has a mix of MBS and SC people, the children 
really need this support.

Nagalapuram – Thoothukudi Dist (from 2011) – 45 students

This village has the school that has been supported for the longest time as part of Project Pearl. Our coordinator hails 
from this village and we also run a library from a building that belongs to the local temple. We have been running a 
mini-school in our own library starting from June 2020. We run two batches with a total of about 60 children. While 
there are also some well-off people in the village, most of the village is poor. We intend to target our nutrition 
program to this 40 or so students who are poor and need this support. Our coordinator and one teacher hail from this 
village and another teacher also comes here to run the mini-school from Kayathar. While the dominant caste in this 
village are Devars, the people who benefit from our nutrition program are mostly people belonging to different 
Scheduled Castes.

Koovachipatti – Thirunelvelli Dist (from 2019) – 30 students



We have been supporting the primary school in this village from 2019-20. The school has a very motivate /Head-
master and the village also cares about the education of its children. The headmaster started a Kindergarten with some
minimal payment from the parents and approached Asha to support that initiative as our support will enable the 
program to be done much better. We were supporting the Kindergarten with 2 teachers from the village that year. 
Then as the pandemic closed the school, the two teachers started mini-schools at their own homes. As the pandemic 
receded, the school started functioning in a small way. Our teachers also started running the Kindergarten classes. 
Then the school was forced to close because of governmental pressure. Our kindergarten continued running. Given 
the very young age of the children and also given the general state of poverty in the area, some 30 of the students 
coming to the Kindergarten can benefit from our nutrition program.

Govindanpatti – Thirunelvelli Dist (from 2019) – 50 students

We have been supporting the primary school in this village from 2019-20 with a regular teacher and computer teacher.
We started a mini-school in a hall close to the school and a e-Seva centre in Jan 2020. Two teachers travelled here 
from other places. Almost all the children coming to the school also came to the mini-school. We weren’t running the 
nutrition program in this school. But the mostly schedule caste children from BPL families can really benefit from 
this.



 
Budget

The nutrition program aims to provide an additional nutritious snack or addition to their food and is not intended to provide them 
a whole meal. This was tied with the mini-school program. So the intention was alao to improve attendance to the mini-schools 
and improve their concentration. Towards this end we allotted only Rs 10 per child per day towards this and we were doing this 
for about 22 days a month on an average.

The Rs 10 also included the costs of transportation of the material as well as the salary for a cook where we were providing 
cooked food (in Thoothukudi). In Thiruvallur we made our best effort to also get the store owners to reduce their margin and in 
fact even contribute a little to the program over and above our contribution. In most places the food provided each day for the Rs 
10 was more than even the cost of those items for the shop.

Here are the number of children and the cost of food for 4 months.

SNo Village Number of children Approx. Cost (no of children * 10 * 
22 * 4)

Thiruvallur

1 Old Thriupachur 50 44000

2 Thozhudhuvakkam 40 35200

3 Annanagar 60 52800

4 Palavakkam JJ nagar 60 52800

5 Ariyapakkam 30 26400

6 Ramapuram 25 26400

Thoothukudi / Thirunelvelli

7 Athikinaru 45 39600

8 Puthupatti 25 22000

9 Nagalapuram 45 39600

10 Koovachipatti 30 26400

11 Govindanpatti 50 44000

Other Costs 5000



TOTAL Rs 4,14,200 /-

Total Funds required for 4 months of nutrition supplements at these 11 villages: Rs 4.14 Lakhs.
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